Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are inherently suffering from massively redundant computation (FLOPs) due to the dense connection pattern between feature maps and convolution kernels. Recent research has investigated the sparse relationship between channels, however, they ignored the spatial relationship within a channel. In this paper, we present a novel convolutional operator, namely comb convolution, to exploit the intra-channel sparse relationship among neurons. The proposed convolutional operator eliminates nearly 50% of connections by inserting uniform mappings into standard convolutions and removing about half of spatial connections in convolutional layer. Notably, our work is orthogonal and complementary to existing methods that reduce channel-wise redundancy. Thus, it has great potential to further increase efficiency through integrating the comb convolution to existing architectures. Experimental results demonstrate that by simply replacing standard convolutions with comb convolutions on state-of-the-art CNN architectures (e.g., VGGNets, Xception and SE-Net), we can achieve 50% FLOPs reduction while still maintaining the accuracy. arXiv:1911.00387v1 [cs.CV] 1 Nov 2019 feature maps and convolution kernels forces networks to repeatedly process the same feature between adjacent locations, leading to substantial redundancy and high computation overhead. Thus, it is critical to design efficient convolution operators for convolutional architectures.
Introduction
Deep learning methods, especially convolutional neural networks (CNNs), have revolutionized the field of computer vision. The central building block of CNNs is the convolution operator that enables networks to construct informative features by fusing both spatial and channel-wise information within local receptive fields. Such feature extraction ability of CNNs has proven great capability of solving various visual recognition tasks [18] , including image classification, semantic segmentation, object detection, target tracking, action recognition , attention prediction, salient object detection. However, standard convolution operations inherently suffer from the crucial problem: the dense connectivity pattern between Figure 1 : Illustrations of a stack of standard convolutional layers(lef t) and comb convolutional layers(right). Different colored lines indicate different ways of mapping. The black line is convolution mapping and the red line is the uniform mapping. Two sets of locations are highlighted, corresponding to the highlighted units above. Stacked comb convolution enable networks to have the same receptive fields with just a few layers.
activation function to form one output feature map x l j . In general, we have:
where F denotes the convolution function to be learned. Note that we did not add the bias term in all equations to keep the equation clean. As a means to both eliminate spatial dimensional redundancy and maintain model representation capability, we apply a binary mask tensor of zeroes and ones to each layer. When applied to equation 1, we have:
x l j = M ask l j · F(x l−1 , w l j ) + (1 − M ask l j ) · µ(x l−1 )
where M ask l j refers to the mask matrix corresponding to the output channel, 1 refers to an all-ones matrix. µ represents a uniform mapping operator, which can be represented as:
where C l and C l−1 are the total number of output channels and input channels, respectively. More specifically, for each location (p, q) on the mask matrix M ask l j , we have:
where (p, q) iterates over the output feature map x l j , the symbol N stands for the set of nonnegative integers. Note that M ask l j is the same size as x l j . We also note that in the special case where both the input and output have only one channel, i.e., C l−1 = C l = 1, uniform mapping becomes to identity mapping. The output is x l which can be formulated as:
Through embedding uniform mappings into convolutional layer, the feature mapping in the network has two types: convolution mapping and uniform mapping. When the sum of spatial coordinates of a unit is even, a unit will be obtained by convolution mapping; otherwise, obtained by the uniform (or identity) mapping. We hypothesize that the learning capability of comb convolutional layers is a function of both the sparsity of the weight matrix as well as the complexity of the mapping. Based on this insight, we develop a fixed mapping permutation called mask interleaving, i.e., the mask between adjacent channels are also both checkerboard symmetry in the spatial distribution. Hence, the units in intermediate layers, either with or without standard convolution operations have dependency in each other. Algorithm 1 shows the details of this procedure. Note that mask interleaving is differentiable, which means it can be plugged into neural networks for training by back propagation. Experimental results in Table  1 demonstrate the effectiveness of the mask interleaving architecture.
Furthermore, we also apply checkerboard symmetry mask tensors to the convolutional layer alternately. By stacking multiple layers, comb convolution can keep the same receptive field of output units as standard convolution, thereby contributes to efficiently model the dependencies in spatial dimensions. As illustrated in Figure 1 , we highlight an output unit, and also highlight the input units that affect this unit. The receptive field of the output unit of a comb convolutional neural network is equal to the receptive field of the output unit of a standard convolutional network. Note that the effect increases when multiple comb convolution operators are stacked one after another. This is verified in experiments, as discussed in Section 4.4.
Algorithm 1 Comb convolution operator. L is the network depth and C l is the number of current layer channels. x l−1 slice corresponds to the slice that generates the output unit.
Input: The previous layer output x l−1 , and the weights w l j , l ∈ {1, . . . , L}, j ∈ {1, . . . , C l }. Output: The current layer output x l .
1: for each output location (p, q, j) iterations do 2: if (p + q + j) = 0 then 3:
x l ← x l j 8: end for 9: return x l 3 Understanding Comb Convolution
Computational efficiency
Comb convolution inserts uniform mappings into the convolution, thereby reduces the computation by half. Suppose a 2D convolutional operation at a certain layer takes an input tensor x l ∈ R M ×M ×C l−1 , and applies convolutional kernel w l ∈ R C l−1 ×K×K×C l using unit stride to produce an output tensor x l ∈ R N ×N ×C l . In this case, the standard convolution operator has a computational cost of
In contrast, due to the removal of connections (the amount is about
Therefore, the total reduction ratio of in the computation can be given as:
Since in most cases we have K ×K ×C l 2, our approach has approximately 50% FLOPs as compared to its plain counterpart. Thus, models equipped with comb convolution are typically faster than those equipped with standard convolution especially when applied to very width neural networks.
Model capacity
Generally, information flow from standard convolution is inefficient since too many connections have to be computed. Most prior studies, such as groupwise convolution [17] , depth-wise convolution [26] , and point-wise convolution [28] , focused on accelerating convolution by constructing sparse connections. However, too much emphasis on sparse connections usually leads to the reduction of model parameters as well. Loss of parameters reduces dimension of the parameter searching space, resulting in the loss of model capacity, which leads to sharp decreasing in generalization performance. By contrast, comb convolution utilizes an architecture which reduces connections while still keeping the same parameter search space, and therefore has no loss of model capacity.
Specifically, the convolution operation can be represented as a matrix-vector multiplication operation. If the input and output are unrolled into vectors, the comb convolution will be represented as a sparser matrix than standard convolution [3] . Without loss of generality, take for example convolving a 3×3 kernel over a 4×4 input using unit stride, the sparse matrix can be represented as:
Note that the non-zero elements are the constant or the elements w i,j of the kernel, where i and j being the row and column of the kernel respectively.
Point-wise feature reuse
An effective model requires a sufficient number of convolution layers to capture good representations from input data. However, as the number of the convolution layers grows beyond a threshold, challenges such as vanishing gradient and other issues can arise. In order to make gradient information preservation, recent works, e.g., ResNet-like and DenseNet-like, combine features through elementwise summation or concatenation before they are passed into subsequent layers, which is known as feature reuse. Comb convolution, in a similar spirit, exploit a kind of point-wise feature reuse, yielding models with high efficiency and representation capability. Instead of using extra bypasses, we embed the cross-layer connections into convolutions to improve information flows and gradients throughout the network, that is, splitting the feature mappings of each layer into two branches, i.e., convolution mapping and uniform mapping. On the one hand, convolution mapping branches propagate through weight layers and are mainly responsible for modeling spatial and channel feature maps. On the other hand, uniform mapping branches directly join the next layer without concerning any weight layers to ensure information flowing. Therefore, comb convolution efficiently models the dependencies in spatial dimensions while reduces computational complexity by half, which makes it possible to use more feature channels and larger network capacity. What's more, since each layer directly preserves half the information of its preceding layer, the subsequent layer is freed from the burden of having to relearn previously useful features, thus alleviating issues with vanishing gradients. We also observe that when comb convolution operators are stacked, the effect of composited feature representation is profound.
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the proposed comb convolution on the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 benchmark classification datasets. Ablation studies compare performances and computational costs of various models configurations, which provide a useful guidance for network design. Extensive experiments are also conducted to confirm the effectiveness and efficiency of integrating our approach with VGGNets, Xception and SE-Net architectures respectively.
Experimental setups
Datasets The CIFAR datasets [5] , CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, consist of colored images. Both datasets contain 60,000 images, which are split into 50,000 training images and 10,000 test images. CIFAR-10 dataset has 10 classes, with 6,000 images per class. CIFAR-100 dataset is similar to CIFAR-10 dataset, except that has 100 classes, each of which contains 600 images. The standard dataaugmentation scheme, in which the images are zero-padded with 4 pixels on each side, randomly cropped to produce images, and horizontally mirrored with probability 0.5 are adopted in our experiments, according to usual practice [19, 20, 22, 13] .
Training settings All networks are trained using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with a weight decay of 10 −4 and momentum of 0.9. The parameters are initialized according to [14] . On CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, we train for 300 epochs, with a mini-batch size of 100 on the NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU. The initial learning rate is set to 0.1 and is reduced by a factor 10 at the 50%, 75% of the training procedure. Unless otherwise specified, we adopt nonlinear activation right after each convolution operation. Batch Normalization (BN) is performed right after each nonlinear activation. We do not use any dropout regularization in this paper.
Ablation studies on CIFAR-10
Our ablation experiments are performed on CIFAR-10 classification dataset. By using a simply stack of comb convolution operators, we investigate the effect of 1) mask interleaving operation, 2) pre-BN strategy, and 3) network width. The results are presented in Table 1 .
The effect of mask interleaving operation Considering uniform mappings from a certain layer only learn the cross-channel correlations. This property will block information flow between spatial dimension and weaken cross-spatial representation. Hence, we proposed a fixed mapping permutation, i.e., mask interleaving, which enables uniform mapping to simultaneously model dependencies in both the spatial and channel dimensions. The evaluations are performed under two different scales. Figure 2a depicts the training and testing curves of the mask interleaving vs. no interleaving. It is clear that mask interleav- ing consistently boosts classification accuracy for different depth, showing the efficacy of cross-spatial information interchange. Therefore, employing mask interleaving is efficient strategy to further improve the capacity of the information representation.
Pre-BN strategy Batch Normalization (BN) [16] is obviously essential in facilitating convergence and improving performance. However, at training time, BN requires multiple multiplication, i.e., dividing by the running variance. As a result, the number of scaling calculations is quite large especially in the case of convolutional neural network. To be efficiently compatible with BN, we conduct experiments on comb convolution with different structures, i.e., BN before addition (denoted as pre-BN) and BN after the addition (denoted as post-BN). Note that the pre-BN structure is applied only to the convolutional layer rather than the all layers. Figure 3 shows an example, where both designs have similar space complexity. Experimental results (see Table 1 and Figure 2b ) indicate that the pre-BN strategy is more efficient (lesser FLOPs with similar accuracy) as compared to post-BN.
Network width We compared the performance at different widths and reported the results in Table 1 and Figure 2c . By exploring different scales of models, we can observe that increasing the network width can consistently contribute to performance gain. For example, the classification accuracy of the 16-layer network equipped with 32-channel comb convolution is 88.36%, while that of the 48-channel reaches 89.55%, that of the 64-channel reaches 90.53%, and that of the 96-channel reaches 91.50%. Since the efficient design of comb convolution, we can use more channels for given computation budget, thus usually resulting in better performance; this indicates the great potential of comb convolution in applications on low-end devices.
Integrated models on CIFAR-100
We choose the representative multi-channel, single-channel and channel attention CNNs as baseline models, i.e., VGGNets, Xception, and SE-Net. For fair comparisons, we simply replace the corresponding standard convolution with the proposed comb convolution, and keep most of the same model configurations as described in [23, 2, 9] . The detailed model configuration is as follows:
VGGNets Following the design principle of VGGNets, we use 3 × 3 comb convolution as the basic convolution operator. Different from [23] , we add a BN layer after each of the standard convolutional layer for faster converge.
Xception The core idea of Xception lies in the depthwise separable convolution, which generalized the factorization idea and decomposed the convolution into a depthwise convolution and a 1 × 1 convolution. We replaced the depthwise convolution in the Xception with the proposed single-channel comb convolution. We also modified the convolution strides of the initial layer and the exit flow block to match the CIFAR dataset.
SE-Net
An SE block adaptively re-calibrates channel-wise feature responses by explicitly modeling interdependencies between channels. The proposed comb convolutions focus on spatial dimension that is orthogonal to this method. We integrate SE blocks into the middle flow block of Xception, in a similar schema to the SE-ResNet [30] . We use exactly the same settings to train these models. Results are showed in Tables 2, and Table 3 . Although the baseline is slightly better than our approach as shown in Table 2 . It is, however, worth noting that the FLOPs of comb convolution is only 1 2 relative to that of standard convolution and this ratio will decrease when BN is added. This property can be very useful when the memory constraint is tight. As shown in Table 3 , our models Comb-Xception has better accuracy as compare to the baseline. Notably, adding SE block improves accuracy from 69.67% to 69.70%, which proves comb convolution is orthogonal and complementary to the channel-wise method.
Visualization analysis
Models equipped with comb convolution can capture the same receptive field as standard convolution so as to model dependencies in both spatial and channel dimensions with high efficiency. To understand this, we visualize the class activate mapping (CAM) using Grad-CAM [25] , which is the class-discriminative localization technique for visual explanations. As shown in Figure 4 , stronger CAM regions are covered by lighter colors. For instance, as we visualize final convolutional layer of the VGG-16 equipped with comb convolution and the baseline respectively, we see both convolution operators have similar activation regions for objects of all size. Notably, the inference holds true for the case where employing the single-channel comb convolution as well, as shown in Figure 4b . Therefore, such ability of efficiently and effectiveness spatial sampling makes comb convolution be potentially valuable for object region mining tasks.
Conclusion
In this work, we focused on reducing spatial redundancy that widely exists in standard convolution and proposed a novel convolution operator, namely comb convolution, for designing efficient convolutional architecture. By inserting uniform mappings into standard convolutions, comb convolution eliminates nearly 50% of connections and achieves 2× FLOPs based speed boost as compared to the standard convolution. Further, comb convolution exploits a new kind of feature reuse, namely point-wise feature reuse, which helps strike an excellent tradeoff between representation capability and computational cost. Notably, comb convolution is orthogonal to existing state-of-the-art methods that utilize channelwise operations, thus can be integrated with these architectures to further improve efficiency. Extensive experiments are performed on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 benchmark classification datasets, which confirm the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach with VGGNets, Xception and SE-Net architectures. 
